A smoother COURSE for the Greenskeeper!

That is exactly what the two new PENNSYLVANIA SUPER mowers for golf courses mean for the Greenskeeper. Through improved playing conditions and a reduced Greens' Budget, they remove the principal causes of grumbling and complaints. And, by reducing mowing time and labor,—to say nothing of the un中断ed service that PENNSYLVANIA QUALITY insures,—they smooth out many of the rough places in the daily routine.

The PENNSYLVANIA SUPER FAIRWAY MOWER, Quint Model, is tractor drawn and operates with a minimum of power. It saves both time and labor and will cut all the fairways on the average 18-hole course in less than two days. It is sturdy enough to withstand the strain of high speed operation without jumping or shaking. Ingenious swivel attachments on the frame enable each of its five units to follow exactly the contour of the ground.

The SUPER FAIRWAY QUINT can be quickly and easily changed to a Trio by removing two bolts that hold the front end units in place. Furthermore, a unique but positive lifting device, easily operated by one man, raises and lowers these two outboard units on the Quint and permits it to enter narrow spaces or cross bridges. Either the Quint or the Trio may be used to cut the rough, simply by raising the units.

The new PENNSYLVANIA SUPER ROLLER GREENS MOWER is the perfect mower for putting greens. It is a precision mower and was specially designed for the delicate operation of keeping the greens closely cropped and uniform. It is light running and easy to push, being pounds lighter than other mowers of its type. The SUPER ROLLER MOWER cuts an 18-inch swath and positively will not wave or ridge the green.
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